Lakeview Academy Families,

We miss your students so much. We are grateful for how well many of you have adapted to our teachers at home learning activities and hope they are getting the hang of the new way of receiving instruction.

A press release was just sent out by the State extending school dismissal until May 1st. They caution this could be extended still longer but are hopeful we will be at a place where we can resume as normal.

Understanding this is new information, we are meeting as a staff tomorrow to begin discussing what needs to happen next. I can tell you that all lessons this week will look exactly the same as planned. No changes will happen this week. After we develop our next at home learning activities, we will share those plans. The lessons these two weeks have been designed to minimize loss of learned material and to not take more than about an hour and a half to complete. I would anticipate additional work to be assigned to each student in order to present the material expected to be learned over the next 5 weeks.

We will still hold our spring break, and no work will be assigned that week.

We all have new questions now that we have this new information, and we will work quickly to get answers. Thanks for all your support during these past two weeks, and please let us know what questions you have so we can address them.

Lakeview Academy Administration